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This guide will help all home gardeners better understand more about the pests that invade our gardens and
how we can control them, preferably with safe pesticides that we can make ourselves. Much of the published
information on plant diseases, garden insects and other garden invaders fills pages and pages with very
professional and technical data. This is a perfect guide for the backyard vegetable gardener who is anxious to
reap the most abundant organic harvests from their gardening efforts without resorting to harsh choices in
ridding their plants of pests, preferring effective organic and non-toxic insecticides that can be made at home.
Topics include: * Garden maintenance include Pest control * Natural methods for Controllion garden Pests *
Organic gardening * Pesticides * Lists of Common garden Pests Reviews from Vegetable Garden Pest Control
(Kindle Edition) include: 4.0 out of 5 stars if you are a gardener, June 5, 2013. By Susan Lunt "alicia71lunel"
(france) I love gardening and grow vegetables fruit and flowers so a free gardening book is always most
welcome despite being a bio gardener 5.0 out of 5 stars Veggie rating, April 27, 2013. By Vanita (Oklahoma) Very good. I only have a small area and it has some good solutions. Good reference book to read and compact.
5.0 out of 5 stars Interesting garden book, April 17, 2013. By S. Iyer - I found this book to be informative
about natural products to use on insects in my garden. I like using organic, home made products to control the
bugs on plants. Also included are the types of bugs that bother different vegetables. Don't even think about the
cost of Garden Store pesticides when you can prepare your own Now is the perfect time to add this guide to
your gardening library as your vegetables are beginning to ripen and the bugs are getting hungrier and more
aggressive.

